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Synopsis:

CI	 and4=	 visited the team in Kalamai on 24 November.a.

b. RNDOLLAR and AIRBRED were moved to the "Annapolis" safehouse in Kiffissia
on the 14-th of December for staging.

Account of Developments:

1. November 22: RNDOLLAR telephoned from Kalamai to announce that he and
AIRBRED had run out of funds.

2. November 23: t:	 and[1_	 :1 took a night train to Kalamai to
visit the team.

3. November 24 CI L _a and C._ --net with officials of the Kalamai
Gendarmerie and were informed that the team was behaving. They then called on
RNDOLLAR and AIRE= who were found to be in exceptionally high spirits. The
boys explained that they had not expected to remain in town so long as they
thought they were about to be called to go on a mission. For this reason they
had spent all their money quickly and were broke. This, of course, was nonsense.
They had been told how long they could expect to stay in Kalamai before they
left Athens. (See para 5 of reference.) Nevertheless, RNDOLLAR and AIRBRED were
each advanced 500 drachmae of their November living allowance and admonished to
spend it reasonably. a :0 . and C.	 J left Kalamai after the interview.
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4. November 26: AIRBRED reported to Athens to confirm his registration .
with ISS and WCC and returned to Kalainai the same day. The remainder of the
November living allowance for the Friday team was forewarded to Kalamai through

•	 channels on this date as well.

5. December 7; AIRLOCK reported to E: _J that AIHEFT had told him AIKNANE
had been talking about his life as an American spy. 	 and L:= _met with
AIRLOCK later the same day and procured the details from him. Fortunately, AIKNANE
still believes that the FRIDAY mission was cancelled after the first abhortive
penetration when he was the third member of the team. He was only able to reveal
the identity of the other two members of the team to AIHEFT and Xhevet Dema whom
he chanced to meet in the locale of his chicken farm. He then stated that, be-
cause of the failure of the mission, he was returned to his farm job and RNDOLLAR
was banished to a remote corner of Greece. The decision was taken not to confront
AIKNAVE with our knowledge of this security breech until after the mounting of the •

December penetration. We feel that making an issue of the incident at this time
would only serve to revive undesirable curiosity. Furthermore, it is highly doubt-
ful that AIKNAVE knows much more than he has already revealed to his friends.

6. December 14:	 had a meeting with the appropriate officers of
office to settle the details of the December penetration to service

the dead-drop.	 was assured of full cooperation and plans were made for
CL ___3 to carry an open letter to AILMENT containing his instructions from his
headquarters so that there would be no misunderstanding between the two services.
	  was asked to arrange for the movement of RNDOLLAR and AIRBRED to Athens

on this date as well.
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